Barcelona GSE 10th Anniversary Research Workshops

March 31, 2017 16:00-17:30 Roger de Llúria Building

Applied Economics Workshop (Room 40.008):

- Libertad González (UPF and Barcelona GSE), “The Impact of Scheduling Birth Early on Infant Health” (with Cristina Borra and Almudena Sevilla)
- Marta Reynal-Querol (ICREA-UPF and Barcelona GSE), “Early Human Capital, Institutions and Development: the case of Latin America” (with José G. Montalvo)

*Chair:* Orley Ashenfelter (Princeton University)

Macroeconomics Workshop (Room 40.010):

- Davide Debortoli (UPF and Barcelona GSE), “Designing a Simple Loss Function for Central Banks: Does the Dual-Mandate Make Sense?”
- Luca Gambetti (UAB and Barcelona GSE), “Noisy News in Business Cycles” (with Mario Forni, Marco Lippi and Luca Sala)
- Alberto Martin (CREI, UPF, and Barcelona GSE), “Monetary Policy for a Bubbly World” (with Vladimir Asriyan, Luca Fornaro, and Jaume Ventura)

*Chair:* Nancy Stokey (University of Chicago)

Microeconomics Workshop (Room 40.012):

- José Apesteguía (ICREA-UPF and Barcelona GSE) “Separating Predicted Randomness from Noise” (with Miguel Ángel Ballester)
- Jordi Brandts (IAE-CSIC and Barcelona GSE) “Supply Function Competition, Private Information and Market Power: A Laboratory Study” (with Ana Bayona and Xavier Vives).
- Pau Milán (UAB and Barcelona GSE) “Informal Risk Sharing with Local Information” (joint with Attila Ambrus and Wayne Y. Gao)

*Chair:* Ariel Rubinstein (Tel Aviv University)